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The ‘Tavernier-Gravet’ code  
and some details about the ‘Règle des Ecoles’ 

 
 I. The Tavernier-Gravet code 
From Otto van Poelje I received a copy of a four page 
catalogue from the Etablissements Tavernier-Gravet 
dated July 1919. Figure 1 and 2 are the two pages 
concerning slide-rules. 
I was sure that the ‘Règle des Ecoles’ or ‘Règle Béghin’ 
with a line length of 25 cm had code number 13. To my 
surprise (see fig. 2) at number 13 this rule was 
mentioned. To be sure that the numbers mentioned in 
fig.1 and 2 are the code numbers of this French slide-
rule maker, other fits has to found. (From a code of 
four numbers, the two last should be used). 
I have only 3 Tavernier SR: 
  1. Mannheim 50 cm with an instruction from 
Mannheim (third edition, ?1900) 
  2. Beghin 25 cm also with an instruction from 
Mannheim (?1938) 
  3.Mannheim 12 cm (>1919) 
And I have “Traité Théorique et Pratique des Règles à 
Calculs Béghin’’, 9th édition 1931. 
For more see literature.                                      
  
 
Nr 1 to 5, Règle Ordinaire or Soho type:  

cm / A = B B = D, no cursor [1820] 
Nr 6 to 10, Règle Mannheim:  

cm / A = B C = D, S L T 

(S and T to be read with A) [1851] 
For more details about those SR see ‘Otnes’ (lit. 4). 
K&E stamped his name on Tavernier-Gravet SR'. In 
1886 D&P introduced the white celluloid facing which 
was soon copied by other SR makers. In fig. 6, lit. 4, the 
K&E Mannheim No.1746 (from 1887) was boxwood, 
but in fig. 7 the K&E No.1746 (from 1890) had a 
celluloid facing. Up to 1919, according to the catalogue, 
you could buy most of the SR in boxwood or with a 
celluloid facing. Lit. 6, 7, 8 all in JOS Vol.11 No.1 gives 
a lot of details but nearly nothing about codes.  
Wells and Wyman suggested that the two last numbers 
refer to the production year. 
Nr 11 to 16, Règle Béghin, see part II 
Nr 17 to 19, Règle Péraux, for a better picture see lit. 10  
           A    1  to  3,16 
           A    1  to  3,16 
           B    3,16  to 10    
           B    3,16  to 10       
           B    3,16  to 10 
           A    1  to  3,16                   
           B    3,16  to 10    
           A    1  to  3,16 
3,16 being the square root of 10. 
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The first four lines represent a precision type of SR. 
The next four are a variation of systeme Lallemand. 
The SR shown in lit. 5 is not a Péraux. 
Nr 20 to 25. Règles Speciales. Venetsianos in lit. 9 
mentioned that most of them are at the Musée National 
de Techniques  in Paris. About the regle Lallemand, see 
Jezierski lit. 8. 
Not coded: Règle de Démonstration (2 m) and two 
Règles C.G.S. for the ‘électriciens’  and the 
‘mécaniciens’.                                                                                                                               
 

The following codes where found in the literature: 
Nr 26 Règle M.B. lit. 2, avec echelle des cubes et des 
inverses permettant la double multiplication et division 
d’un seul coup de reglette. 
Nr 29 Règle du Radio-Electricien. T.S.F. (lit. 2) 
Nr 30 Règle à calculs du Commercant et de l’Industriel 
(lit. 2). 
Nr 37 my own 12 cm Mannheim coded 11-37. Named 
in lit. 3 p. 205 without code but with the comment 12 
cm (all celluloid). 
Nr 114bis Règle d’Electricien avec echelle log-log.

 
 
 II. Règle Béghin also called Règle des Ecoles 
 
Nr 11 to 15 are the pure Règle Béghin that where 
made in 1898 but brought to the public at the 
annual exposition of the Sociéte Française de Physique 
april 1899 . According Jezierski (lit. 11) Béghin 
published in 1893 his instruction book Règle à 
calcul, modèle spécial  and had a model. In the 
German edition a small picture is shown with no 
CI line. In the US edition a full rule in shown but if 
you go to lit. 8 you will see that this is the special 
Béghin from S. Kmiecik. For simplicity let have 
our Béghin to start 1899. 
Go now to your computer and start the CD of 
Herman van Herwijnen, lit. 13, and search for 
match nr 2500. On the back side right up you will 
find the code 6-13. 
The lines are:      

cm / DF = CF  CI  C = D ] gauge lines  L 
S   T  A 

S and T can be in degrees or grades. In lit. 3 p.96  
Béghin informs us that the rules fabricated in 1898 
did not had S T A on the back of the slide but S1  
S2  C (S1 the normal sin line starting with 90 
degree or 100 grade and  S2 for the lower values). 
A is the square line. By turning the slide you can 
read the values of the sin or tg of an angle, but also 
its square. 
The cursor and the two lines of constants is clever, 
you need to find a certain constant on the D line 
or on the DF line.  
 
The guiding cursor lip is between the gauge lines 
and the L line on the vertical part of the SR, in this 
vertical part of the cursor two openings are made 
of different height, left (1) and right (2) from the 

middle, and have a reading mark for top and bottom gauge 
line respectively. 

 
The first table, on the back of the SR, see fig. 3 – lit. 12. 
 
Nr 13bis Règle Béghin avec échelle des carrés et cubes. 
The lines are:       

cm / A  DF = CF  CI  C = D  K  | gauge lines  L 
S  T  A 

 
Nr 13ter Règle Béghin trigonométrique, spéciale pour 
calculs de navigation et d’astronomie. 
The lines are:       

cm /  S1  DF = CF  CI  C = D  | S2  L 
S  H  A 

The H is a hour line from 23’ to VI Hr. 
In lit. 3 p.205 is mentioned that the above SR was from 1901 
and that in 1921 this SR received complementary lines from 
M.de Catalano. 
 
Nr 16 Règle à calculs des Ecoles transformée par J. 
Aubert. 
The lines are :        

cm / K  A  DF = CF  L  C = D |  Sg  Tg 
S  ST  T 

The Sg and Tg  are the S and T line in grad’s.
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 III. About the Traité 
1st édition 1899 with 62 problems 
2nd édition 1902 
3d édition 1904, 104 pages 
7th édition 1922, 200pages 
9th édition 1931 with 135 problems, 
206 pages 
 

 Literature 
1. Instruction, Mannheim ?1900 
2. Instruction, Mannheim ?1938 
3. Règle à Calculs Béghin, 1931 
4. JOS Vol.10 No.1 p.18, Bob Otnes 
5. JOS Vol.10 No.2 p.37, Tom Wyman 
6. JOS Vol.11 No.1 p.23, Francis Wells and Tom Wyman 
7. JOS Vol.11 No.1 p.28, Bob Otnes and Conrad Schure 
8. JOS Vol.11 No.1 p.59, Dieter von Jezierski 
9. JOS Vol.11 No.2 p.21, Panagiotis Venetsianos 
10. JOS Vol.13 No.1 p.23, Edwin J.Chamberlain 
11. D. von Jezierski, Slide Rules, a journey through three centuries 
12. F.J. Vaes, De Ingenieur, februari 1903, No. 6 
13. H. van Herwijnen, Slide Rule Catalogue on DVD 

 
Request to the reader   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
fig. 3b – explanation on tabel (in Dutch) 

 
fig. 3a – table (in Dutch) 
 

 
 

: any additional information on Tavernier-Gravet will be very welcome
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fig. 1 
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fig. 2 
 
 




